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ABSTRACT
It is a common practice for client-side web applications to build on
various third-party JavaScript libraries. Due to the lack of namespaces in JavaScript, these libraries all share the same global namespace. As a result, one library may inadvertently modify or even
delete the APIs of another library, causing unexpected behavior of library clients. Given the quickly increasing number of libraries, manually keeping track of such conflicts is practically impossible both
for library developers and users. This paper presents ConflictJS, an
automated and scalable approach to analyze libraries for conflicts.
The key idea is to tackle the huge search space of possible conflicts
in two phases. At first, a dynamic analysis of individual libraries
identifies pairs of potentially conflicting libraries. Then, targeted
test synthesis validates potential conflicts by creating a client application that suffers from a conflict. The overall approach is free
of false positives, in the sense that it reports a problem only when
such a client exists. We use ConflictJS to analyze and study conflicts
among 951 real-world libraries. The results show that one out of
four libraries is potentially conflicting and that 166 libraries are
involved in at least one certain conflict. The detected conflicts cause
crashes and other kinds of unexpected behavior. Our work helps
library developers to prevent conflicts, library users to avoid combining conflicting libraries, and provides evidence that designing a
language without explicit namespaces has undesirable effects.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The popularity of JavaScript has lead to the development of numerous JavaScript libraries. For example, a popular content delivery
network that hosts JavaScript libraries provides over 3,000 different libraries.1 . Libraries are ubiquitous and many applications use
multiple libraries. One estimate is that 75% of the top 10 million
1 https://cdnjs.com/libraries
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// Strophe.js
window.Base64 = {
encode: function
(b) {
/* code */
}
decode: function
(b) {
/* code */
}
};
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// JSEncrypt.js
window.Base64 = {
unarmor: function
(t) {
/* code */
}
decode: function(
i) {
/* code */
}
};

// Library client
jsEncrypt = new JSEncrypt();
jsEncrypt.setKey(...);
// Returns false instead of
// decrypted data when
// Strophe.js is loaded
// after JSEncrypt.js.
jsEncrypt.encrypt(...);

Figure 1: Example of two conflicting libraries and a client
that will experience unexpected behavior when loading
both libraries.
websites use at least one of the top 18 libraries.2 A recent study
on the top 75,000 Alexa websites [29] reports that the number of
externally hosted scripts that a website includes has a median of 9
and a maximum of 202.
Unfortunately, using multiple independently developed libraries
together may cause unexpected behavior. The reason is that JavaScript does not have namespaces but instead, all libraries share
a single global namespace. As a result, a value or a function “exported” by one library may be easily overwritten, modified, deleted,
or accidentally used by another library. Moreover, libraries may
overwrite built-in APIs, sometimes called “monkey patching”, and
multiple libraries may try to overwrite the same API in different
ways. In practice, the problem is compounded by the loose typing in
JavaScript, which allows one library to overwrite another library’s
API even with a type-incompatible value.
As a real-world example of a library conflict found by our approach, consider Figure 1. The left side of the figure shows an
excerpt of Strophe.js, a library that implements the XMPP middleware protocol. The center part of the figure shows JSEncrypt.js, a
library that provides OpenSSL RSA encryption. Both libraries write
to the global variable Base64.3 When included together, the library
that is included last will overwrite the Base64 object of the library
that was included first. Such overwriting may cause unexpected
behavior in a client of either of these libraries. For example, the
right side of the figure shows a client that tries to encrypt some
data using JSEncrypt.js. When executing this client after loading
only JSEncrypt.js, the last call returns the encrypted data. However,
when executing the client after loading JSEncrypt.js and then Strophe.js, the last call simply returns false. The fact that including an
apparently unrelated library breaks the core feature of the encryption library will surprise users and is unintended by the developers
of both libraries.
Problems caused by conflicting libraries may occur whenever a
developer loads two libraries, which is common practice. Even if a
2 https://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/javascript_library/all
3 The

window variable is the global object in client-side JavaScript.
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developer explicitly loads only one library, other libraries may be
implicitly loaded. Due to the highly dynamic nature of JavaScript,
where some code may dynamically load other code, an application
developer may implicitly load libraries without even noticing it.
For example, websites built on top of content management systems
often use plugins, each of which implicitly loads some libraries.4
Other common ways of implicitly loading libraries are third-party
ads, social media services, and news feeds. When a conflict between
libraries exists, JavaScript often follows a “no crash” philosophy, i.e.,
misbehavior may not lead to an exception. As a result, conflicts easily remain unnoticed at library load time or even later, until a user
triggers the unexpected behavior, as illustrated in the motivating
example.
In principle, there is a sane way for libraries to share the global
namespace. Ideally, library developers all follow a “single API object”
pattern, where the entire API of the library is encapsulated into a
single object. The library then writes this object to a single global
variable, e.g., named like the library itself, to minimize the potential
for conflicts. In practice, not all libraries follow this pattern, and
some global variables, such as $ and _, are particularly popular.
Our empirical results show that 71% of all libraries do not follow
the “single API object” pattern.
Library conflicts are challenging to detect for a program analysis
and difficult to avoid for library developers. One reason is that
unintended effects of conflicts typically manifest only at runtime. A
purely static analysis can either soundly overapproximate potential
conflicts and their effects, which is likely to produce a large number
of false positives, in particular for JavaScript, or unsoundly underapproximate them, which may miss conflicts. Another challenge for
detecting conflicts is the large number of JavaScript libraries. With
thousands of libraries available, and new libraries being added and
updated every day, analyzing all possible combinations of libraries
leads to a combinatorial explosion that is prohibitive in practice.
Currently, there exists no technique for library developers to check
whether their library conflicts with another and for library clients
to check which combinations of libraries to avoid. Furthermore, it is
currently unknown to what extent the problem of library conflicts
matters in practice.
This paper presents ConflictJS, the first automated and scalable
technique that analyzes JavaScript libraries for conflicts. We address
the huge search space of possible conflicts and the difficulties of
statically analyzing JavaScript through a two-phase approach that
combines dynamic analysis and test synthesis. In the first phase,
ConflictJS dynamically analyzes individual libraries to detect writes
to the global namespace while loading a library. An offline comparison of these global writes yields a set of potential conflicts
between libraries. In the second phase, ConflictJS synthesizes and
dynamically analyzes library clients to check if potential conflicts
indeed lead to unexpected behavior. The second phase, and therefore also the overall approach, is precise in the sense that every
validated conflict certainly occurs in the synthesized client and
leads to different behavior depending on the loaded libraries.
We use ConflictJS to analyze and study 951 libraries. The results show that 268 (28%) libraries are potentially conflicting and
4 For

a real-world example, see http://simple-press.com/documentation/codex/faq/
troubleshooting/what-is-this-jquery-conflict/.
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that 166 (17%) libraries are certainly conflicting with at least one
other library. The conflicts may lead to crashes, unexpected behavior, and globally reachable state with unexpected values and
types. A manual analysis of conflicting libraries reveals several
recurring patterns of root causes for conflicts, which are instructive
for library developers, API designers, and language designers. We
reported seven of the detected conflicts to the respective library
developers, of which four already have been acknowledged and
confirmed as problematic. Of the four conflicts, two have been fixed
by the developers of the respective libraries.
Compared to existing work on analyzing JavaScript [3], our work
is the first to address conflicts among libraries. Existing static analyses focus on type checks of single libraries [11] or assume the
presence of library clients [30]. Existing dynamic analyses that
target type inconsistencies [38] and other coding problems [17]
assume to have inputs to exercise the program, whereas our work
synthesizes library clients automatically. JSNose [10] identifies excessive uses of global variables, but focuses on single libraries.
Finally, our empirical results relate to existing large-scale studies
of JavaScript libraries and their usage [29, 34]. Our work is the first
to study library conflicts.
We envision ConflictJS to be useful for developers of libraries and
library clients alike. Library developers may use ConflictJS to check
whether their library conflicts with others, allowing them to avoid
the conflicts by adapting the library. Developers of library clients
may use ConflictJS to check which libraries conflict, allowing them
to avoid including them together.
In summary, this paper contributes the following:
• We are the first to address the problem of conflicts among libraries
in a language without explicit namespaces.
• We present ConflictJS, an automated and scalable technique to
precisely detect conflicts in JavaScript libraries through a combination of dynamic analysis and test synthesis.
• We provide empirical evidence that the approach scales to 951
libraries, where it effectively detects and validates 1,840 conflicts
among them.
• We provide our implementation as open-source.5

2

MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

This section provides some background, motivates the problem of
conflicts among libraries with examples from real-world libraries,
and formulates the problem addressed in this paper.

2.1

Background

The JavaScript version that is fully supported by most modern
browsers is ECMAScript 5 [7]. It does not provide any kind of
namespaces or modules at the language level. Instead, library developers rely on several ad-hoc mechanisms to encapsulate code
and to export APIs. First, some libraries follow a “single API object” pattern, where the library initializes itself in a local scope and
provides its API as properties of a single global object. The most
obvious choice for naming this global API object is the name of the
library, which typically is unique. For example, react.js follows this
pattern by exporting its APIs into the global React object. The popular jQuery library furthermore enables developers to avoid conflicts
5 https://github.com/sola-da/ConflictJS
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by specifying the global variable where to provide the library or to
even export the library into an existing, non-global object.6 Second,
some libraries build upon the asynchronous module specification
(AMD), a module system targeted at client-side JavaScript and implemented as a library, e.g., RequireJS7 . Third, some libraries use
CommonJS, a module system targeted at non-client-side JavaScript
and implemented as the default module system on the Node.js platform. Unfortunately, these options are neither compatible with each
other nor available on all JavaScript platforms. ECMAScript 6 [8]
unifies ideas from CommonJS and AMD into language-level module
support, and popular JavaScript platforms have started to adopt it.
However, since widely used libraries cannot rely on recently added
language features, they typically ensure backward compatibility
by relying on other ways to export their APIs. In summary, the
lack of namespace and modules in currently deployed versions of
JavaScript creates a non-trivial problem for library developers.

2.2

Motivating Examples and Classification of
Conflicts

The following section motivates the problem of conflicts between
libraries with real-world examples (Table 1) found using our approach. Furthermore, we use these examples to define four classes
of conflicts, based on how the conflicts manifest to a library client.
For each example, we show code from two conflicting libraries and
a client application that observes different behavior depending on
which of the libraries are included and on the order of inclusion.
Inclusion Conflicts. This kind of conflict raises an exception when
including multiple libraries, without any further interaction between the client and the libraries. The example in the first column
illustrates the problem with the curl and dojo libraries. Loading the
second library after loading the first library causes an exception.
For a library user, finding such conflicts is non-trivial because the
exception depends on the order of including the libraries: Only if
a client loads dojo before loading curl the exception occurs. The
documentation of neither of the libraries provides any reference
to the other library, presumably because the respective developers
are not aware of each other.
Type Conflicts. Type conflicts occur when multiple libraries write
type-incompatible values to the same globally reachable location.
Table 1 presents an example of two libraries, ocanvas.js and aframe.js,
that write to window.logs an array and a function, respectively. A
client using one of these libraries may rely on the type of the conflicting value and will be surprised if including another library or
changing the order of library inclusion breaks the type assumption.
This and the following kinds of conflict are more subtle than inclusion conflicts because they do not lead to an obvious error when
simply including the libraries.
Value Conflicts. Similar to type conflicts, this kind of conflict is
caused by multiple libraries writing different values to the same
globally reachable location. We classify a conflict as value conflict
if the values are type-compatible but different. Table 1 provides
an example where two libraries, pako and 3Dmol, write different
6 https://api.jQuery.com/jQuery.noconflict

7 http://requirejs.org/
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values to the same variable pako. The root cause of this conflict is
that 3Dmol contains an outdated version of pako.
Behavior Conflicts. A behavior conflict occurs when multiple
libraries store functions at the same globally reachable location, but
these functions do not provide the same behavior. Table 1 presents
an example where two libraries, jsface and matreshka, overwrite
the same variable Class. As illustrated by the client code, the two
functions provide different behaviors, which may surprise a client
that is not aware of the fact that both libraries provide dissimilar
implementations of the same global function.

2.3

Problem Statement

Based on these four types of conflicts, we now formulate the problem addressed in this paper. The input to our approach is a set L of
libraries. We assume that each l ∈ L is supposed to be usable without including any other library in L. In particular, this assumption
excludes libraries that extend another library, e.g., libraries that
extend the popular jQuery library with additional features.
Libraries are used by clients that interact with the APIs of a
library. Client here means any sequence of statements that is executed after loading one or more libraries. We denote a client c
that executes after loading libraries l1, .., lk as cl 1, ..,lk . We call the
sequence l1, .., lk of libraries loaded before executing a client the
library configuration. The “client” row of Table 1 shows examples
of clients.
We target conflicts due to libraries that write to the same globally
accessible memory location. In JavaScript, such memory locations
are properties of an object. Properties are accessed using either dot
notation, e.g., x.p, or bracket notation, e.g., x["p"]. In either case,
the name of a property is represented by an identifier of string type.
For properties of nested objects, the property accessors consist
of multiple identifiers, e.g., window.foo.bar. We call all property
accessors, using either single or multiple identifiers, access paths. If
the first segment of an access path is globally reachable, we call it a
global access path. For example, window.foo.bar and window.baz are
global access paths. Since the window-prefix is optional in JavaScript,
we omit it in the remainder of the paper, unless needed.
Based on these definitions, we can now define conflicts between
pairs of libraries:
Definition 1 (Conflict). Let l 1 , l 2 ∈ L be two libraries that both
write to the same global access path p. These libraries are conflicting
with each other if there exists a client so that any of the following is
true:
(1) cl 1 behaves differently than cl 2
(2) cl 1 behaves differently than cl 1,l 2
(3) cl 1 behaves differently than cl 2,l 1
(4) cl 2 behaves differently than cl 1,l 2
(5) cl 2 behaves differently than cl 2,l 1
(6) cl 1,l 2 behaves differently than cl 2,l 1
The first case means that the same client behaves differently
depending on which library is loaded. Such a conflict is relevant for
the developers of the libraries because these libraries write different
data or functions to the same globally accessible memory location.
Cases 2 to 5 mean that a client that includes a single library will
change its behavior simply because another library is also included.
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Table 1: Examples of conflicts between real-world libraries.
Problem

Code
Example

Client

Inclusion conflict

Type conflict

Value conflict

Behavior conflict

/* curl.js */
window.define
= function K() { ... };

/* ocanvas.js */
(function(a, b, c) {
a.logs = [];
}(window, document));

/* pako */
var pako = {
Deflate: function() { ... },
Inflate: function() { ... },
...
}

/* jsface */
function O(t, o) {
...
}
window.Class = O;

/* dojo.js */
var def = function() { ... };
var req = function() { ... };
if (window.define) {
...
} else {
window.define = def;
window.require = req;
}
window.require(); // exception
// client that includes first
// curl.js and then dojo.js
// exception because require
// is undefined

Description Both libraries write to the global variable define.
To avoid overwriting an already defined variable,
e.g, when the same library is included multiple
times, dojo checks whether define is already
defined. Unfortunately, the code incorrectly assumes that require is always defined together
with define, causing an exception when trying
to call this function. The problem is triggered by
any client that includes first curl and then dojo.

/* aframe.js */
c = function(e) {
...
};
window.logs = c

// try to add to
// the 'logs' array
logs.push("log");

Object.keys(pako);
// returns 35 with pako
// but 4 with 3Dmol

// exception because
// logs is a function

Both libraries write to
a global variable logs.
The type of logs is array in ocanvas but function in aframe.

Such a conflict is relevant for developers of clients who may be
surprised that simply including another library causes new behavior.
The last case means that a client’s behavior changes when swapping
the order in which two libraries are included. Again, this case is
relevant for client developers because such a change in behavior is
surprising.
Based on Definition 1, we say that a library is conflicting if there
exists another library so that both are conflicting with each other.
The problem addressed in this paper is how to find conflicting
libraries in a precise way, i.e., without false positives.

2.4

/* 3Dmol */
var pako = {
inflate: function() { ... },
inflateRaw: function() { ... },
...
}

Challenges

Due to the increasing popularity of JavaScript, there exist thousands
of libraries. Only few of them come with representative clients that
could serve as test cases. Our work aims at detecting conflicts in
an automated and scalable way. Automated here means that the
approach requires no input except for a set of libraries. Scalable
here means that this set may contains thousands of libraries.
To find conflicts in an automated and scalable way, we must
address several challenges. First, the sheer number of JavaScript
libraries makes it practically impossible for an analysis to compare
all combinations or even all pairs of libraries. For example, given
1,000 libraries, there are about 500,000 pairs of libraries. We address
this challenge by identifying potential conflicts during an analysis
of individual libraries (Section 3.1), which significantly reduces the
number of combinations to analyze further. Second, the approach
cannot rely on any a-priori available library clients. We address this
challenge by synthesizing library clients, guided by the potential
conflicts (Section 3.2). Third, to validate whether a potential conflict
is indeed a conflict, we need to check whether the behavior of

Both libraries overwrite the global
variable pako. The size of the global
variable is different in both cases.
This overwriting happens because
3Dmol ships a variant of the pako
library that misses some features.

/* matreshka */
window.Class
= function(a, b) { ... }

var v1 = null;
var v2 = "";
v0 = window.Class(v1, v2);
// TypeError with matreshka
// but no errors with jsface

Both libraries write to the
same global variable Class.
The implementation of both
differ as illustrated by the
client.

clients differs depending on the library configuration. We address
this challenge by comparing the runtime behavior of synthesized
clients executed with different library configurations (Section 3.2).

2.5

Scope and Limitations

Some challenges are out of the scope of this work. One of them
is detecting all library conflicts. While our approach is precise, it
is not sound, i.e., it may miss some conflicts. For most interesting
program analysis tasks, providing a sound and precise answer is
impossible, and we opt for precision in this work. Another outof-scope question is how many real-world clients suffer from a
detected conflict. Instead of addressing this question, our approach
shows the existence of a client by synthesizing the client, so that
library developers could anticipate conflicts that any possible client
may run into and prevent conflicts before they occur. Finally, we
focus on pairwise library conflicts and ignore conflicts that arise
only if three or more libraries interact with each other.

3

APPROACH

This section presents ConflictJS, a scalable and automated approach
to find conflicts between libraries. Given a set of libraries, the approach consists of two main steps:
(1) Detection of potential conflicts. At first, ConflictJS dynamically
analyzes individual libraries to identify which globally reachable memory locations they write to. Based on the global writes
of each library, the first step then reports a potential conflict
for each pair of libraries that write to the same location.
(2) Validation of conflicts. This step validates whether two libraries
that write to the same globally reachable location can indeed
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cause a client to behave differently depending on the library
configuration. To this end, ConflictJS synthesizes clients and
compares their behavior across different library configurations.
If and only if the approach finds a client with diverging behavior,
it reports a conflict.
The remainder of this section explains these two steps in more
detail.

3.1

Definition 2 (Global Writes of a Library). The global writes of
a library l is a set Gl = {p1 , .., pk } of global access paths to which l
writes while loading l.
For example, if the global object is called window and a library
writes to it using window.obj = {prop1:1, prop2:2}, then the set of
global writes is {obj, obj.prop1, obj.prop2}.
To compute the global writes of a library, ConflictJS generates a
trivial client that simply loads the library and dynamically analyzes
the execution. The dynamic analysis updates the set G when specific
runtime events occur, as summarized in Table 2. The analysis is
guaranteed to observe all global writes that occur while loading
the library. In particular, the analysis handles writes to aliases of
globally reachable objects, as illustrated by the example involving
window.Array in Table 2. The access paths of all reachable values,
i.e., paths (v) mentioned in Table 2 are computed by recursively
traversing the properties of the object v. The information whether
a variable is global is provided by Jalangi [46] on top of which we
implement the analysis.
After extracting the global writes of each library, ConflictJS compares the global writes of all libraries with each other to check for
writes to the same global access path. If two libraries share a global
write, we classify them as potentially conflicting:
Definition 3 (Potentially Conflicting Libraries). Two libraries
l 1 , l 2 ∈ L are potentially conflicting if Gl1 ∩ Gl2 , ∅, i.e., if the two
libraries share at least one access path in their global writes.
The first phase of ConflictJS reduces the search space of potential
conflicts to be considered by the second phase of the approach. The
first phase scales well to a large number of libraries because each
library is analyzed in isolation. Comparing the global writes across
libraries requires computing pairwise intersections of sets, which
easily scales to a large number of sets. As mentioned in Section 2.5,
the analysis might miss potential conflicts, e.g., because a library
might perform a global write after the library has been loaded. A
manual inspection of a subset of libraries suggests this limitation
to be negligible in practice, because libraries tend to initialize their
APIs at load time.

3.2

Table 2: Actions performed by the global-writes analysis.
Runtime
event

Action

Variable
write
w =v

(function() {
If w is a global variable:
• Add w to G. Let paths(v) be var x = {a: 23};
window.foo = x;
the access paths of all values })();
reachable from v. For each
G → G ∪ {foo, foo.a}
pv ∈ paths(v), add pv to G.

Detection of Potential Conflicts

To find potential conflicts between libraries, ConflictJS analyzes
the global access paths written to by a library. To this end, we
dynamically analyze the loading of each library to keep track of
the writes made to the global namespace:

Precise Validation of Conflicts

The second step of ConflictJS is to validate potential conflicts identified in the first step. At first, we motivate the need for this second
step with an example. Then, we explain the details of the validation.
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Example

Property
write
x .p = v

Let paths(window) be the ac- (function() {
cess paths of all globally reach- var x = window.Array;
x.p = {b: 42};
able values. For each pw ∈ var y = {};
y.q = 5;
paths(window):
})();
• If pw points to x:
→
G ∪
– Add concat (pw , p) to G
G. Let paths(v) be the {Array.p, Array.p.b}
access paths of all values
reachable from v. For
each pv ∈ paths(v), add
concat (pw , pv ) to G.
Declara- If the global variable f points to (function() {
tion
of the declared function (i.e., the function foo() {}
})();
function f function is globally declared), function bar() {}
add f to G.
G → G ∪ {bar}
/* JSLite.js */
Array.prototype.remove =
function(t) {
var n = this.indexOf(t);
return n > -1 && this.splice(
n, 1),
this
}

/* ext-core.js */
Array.prototype.remove =
function(e) {
var t = this.indexOf(e);
return -1 != t && this.splice
(t, 1),
this
}

Figure 2: Example to show the need for validating potential
conflicts.
3.2.1 Motivation for Validation. Potentially conflicting libraries
write to the same globally accessible memory location. This situation may or may not cause a client to suffer from a conflict as
defined in Definition 1. For example, consider Figure 2, which shows
code snippets from two potentially conflicting libraries, JSLite.js
and ext-core.js. The global access path to which both libraries write
is Array.prototype.remove. Both libraries extend the built-in Array object by adding a new method remove, which can be called
with one argument. Even though the two methods are syntactically different, close inspection shows that both pieces of code are
functionally equivalent. This example illustrates that reporting all
potential conflicts would cause false positives because for some
potential conflicts, all clients are guaranteed to observe the same
behavior, irrespective of the library configuration.
3.2.2 Synthesizing Clients and Comparing their Behavior. To
check whether a potential conflict between two libraries is indeed a
conflict, ConflictJS synthesizes library clients and checks whether
their runtime behavior differs depending on the library configuration. The basic idea is to consider each of the six scenarios listed in
Definition 1 by comparing the behavior of two clients with each
other. The two clients contain exactly the same code, except that
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Algorithm 1 Validate potential conflicts
Input: Libraries l1, l2 that both write to global access path p
Output: Validated conflict between l1 and l2
1: c empty ← empty client
2: if con f lictinдCon f iдs (c empty ) then return “inclusion conflict”
3: c types ← synthesize client that checks type of p
4: if conflictingConfigs(c types ) then return “type conflict”
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

if type of p is non-function then
cvalues ← synthesize client that checks value of p
if conflictingConfigs(cvalues ) then return “value conflict”
else
Cbehavior ← synthesize clients that call function p
for each c behavior ∈ Cbehavior do
if conflictingConfigs(c behavior ) then return “behavior
conflict”
function conflictingConfigs(c)
B←∅
▷ Set of observed runtime behaviors
for each config ∈ {l1, l2, l1l2, l2l1} do
bconfig ← execute c config
B ← B ∪ {bconfig }
if |B| > 1 then return true
else return false

they run with different library configurations. If ConflictJS observes
a behavioral difference between the two clients, the potential conflict between the two libraries is indeed a conflict.
For illustration, consider the behavior conflict illustrated in Table 1. Our approach tries to validate this conflict by synthesizing
clients, such as the client shown in the table. The approach compares the behavior of this client with different library configurations.
For the example, ConflictJS finds that on calling Class, there is one
library that throws an exception while the other does not. That is,
the approach has validated the conflict and reports it, along with
the synthesized client that illustrates the conflict.
Algorithm 1 summarizes our approach for validating potential
conflicts by synthesizing and dynamically executing library clients.
The main idea is to compare the execution of a client c with different
library configurations, i.e., cl 1 , cl 2 , cl 1,l 2 , and cl 2,l 1 , as summarized
in function conflictingConfigs. If there are multiple different behaviors, then the algorithm has validated a conflict. The following
describes how ConflictJS creates clients to detect the four kinds of
conflicts presented in Section 2.2.
3.2.3 Checking for Inclusion Conflicts. At first, ConflictJS checks
for inclusion conflicts (lines 1 to 2). An inclusion conflict is triggered
by simply including libraries, i.e., the client is an empty client that
does not contain any statements. To compare library configurations,
the behavior bconfig indicates whether including libraries causes the
client to throw an exception. If one library configuration causes an
exception, whereas another configuration does not, then ConflictJS
reports an inclusion conflict.
For the inclusion conflict example of Table 1, ConflictJS reports
a conflict because trying to execute the empty client after loading
curl.js and dojo.js causes an exception, whereas executing the empty
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client after loading only one of these libraries does not throw any
exception.
3.2.4 Checking for Type Conflicts. For any pair of libraries l1, l2
and shared global access path p for which the approach has not
validated an inclusion conflict, the next step is to check for type
conflicts. To this end, ConflictJS synthesizes a client that reads the
value at the access path p and then checks its type (lines 3 to 4).
The approach again executes this client with all possible library
configurations and summarizes the behavior of each configuration
as the type of the access path p. If one library configuration causes
the client to see type t 1 , whereas another library configuration
causes the client to see type t 2 , t 1 , then ConflictJS reports a type
conflict.
An example of a library pair with a type conflict is given in
the second column of Table 1. The approach reports this conflict
because push is an array when loading one library but a function
when loading the other library. The “client” cell of the table shows a
client that suffers from this type conflict because the conflict causes
the client to crash when it tries to call a function that turns out to
be an array.
3.2.5 Checking for Value Conflicts. While checking for type
conflicts, the analysis gathers information about the types of values
stored at a global access path. For potential conflicts that are neither
validated to be an inclusion conflict nor to be a type conflict, both
libraries write values of the same type to the access path. Based on
this type, ConflictJS checks for the remaining two kinds of conflicts.
If the type is function, the approach compares the behavior of
clients that call this function, as described below. If the type is a
non-function, then the approach synthesizes a client that reads the
value at the access path p (lines 6 to 7). To compare the behavior
of this client across library configurations, ConflictJS compares the
value read at p. The analysis directly compares primitive values and
deeply compares objects. If different library configurations cause
the client to read different values, then ConflictJS reports a value
conflict.
The “value conflict” column of Table 1 gives an example of a type
conflict on the pako access path. ConflictJS synthesizes a client that
extracts the number of properties of the value stored at pako and
the then recursively extracts the values of these properties. The
approach reports a conflict because the number of pako’s properties
depends on whether the pako library or the 3Dmol library is loaded.
3.2.6 Checking for Behavior Conflicts. The most challenging
kind of conflict are behavior conflicts. These conflicts occur when
different libraries write functions to the same global access path but
the behaviors of these functions differ. In general, deciding whether
the behavior of two functions differs is undecidable. ConflictJS
approaches this problem by trying to synthesize clients that expose
a difference in behavior. If the analysis succeeds in generating such
a client within a fixed time budget, it reports a behavior conflict.
To synthesize clients we use a simple test generator inspired by
Randoop’s feedback-directed, random test generation [36]. Other
test generation techniques, such as symbolic or concolic execution [5, 15, 28] or search-based test generation [12], could also be
used for this step. Given a function-typed access path p defined by
two libraries, the test generator starts by estimating the number
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n of arguments that the function expects. To this end, we use the
length property of the function object at p, which in JavaScript
yields the number of declared function parameters. This number is
an estimate because a function body may also access additional arguments using the built-in arguments value. Next, to generate a call
to the function, the test generator randomly decides on a random
number ranging between 0 and n of arguments to pass. For each
argument, the test generator decides on the type of argument to
create by randomly choosing between the following types: boolean,
string, number, array, object, undefined and null. To create a boolean,
string, or number, the generator picks from a pre-defined pool of
values. For arrays, the generator randomly picks a length ranging
between 0 and 10 and fills it with random strings and numbers.
Finally, to create an object, the generator creates up to 10 properties
and assigns randomly generated values to them.
Once the arguments are generated, the function is called using
the generated arguments. If and only if the call succeeds, without
raising an exception, for at least one library configuration, the
generator synthesizes a client that contains this call.
To compare the behavior of synthesized clients across library
configurations, ConflictJS summarizes the behavior of the client
execution based on the return value of the function and based on
whether the function raises an exception. The approach reports a
behavior conflict in two cases: (i) if one library configuration causes
the client to crash whereas another library configuration does not
cause a crash, or (ii) if both configurations do not crash but the
return value of the function at p differs.
For example, consider the last column of Table 1. ConflictJS
synthesizes clients that call the function stored at the conflicting
access path Class. The client shown in the table throws an exception
for one of the two libraries but not for the other, which is why
ConflictJS reports a behavior conflict.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

We implement ConflictJS as a client-server-based tool that analyzes
JavaScript libraries. The client component synthesizes, executes,
and analyzes clients in a browser, and sends a summary of the
runtime behavior to the server. The server detects potential conflicts
and validates them based on execution behavior gathered in the
first and second phase, respectively. Our dynamic analyses to find
global writes is build on top of Jalangi [46]. When synthesizing
clients to detect behavior conflicts, we set the testing budget to 50
tests per access path. In this paper, we implement the approach only
for client side JavaScript libraries and it would be straightforward
to adapt for server-side npm libraries but the problem is less severe
for Node.js because there is a commonly accepted module system.

5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We apply ConflictJS to 951 popular JavaScript libraries to evaluate
the effectiveness of the approach in detecting library conflicts. We
focus on the following research questions:
• How effective is ConflictJS in finding library conflicts and what
kinds of conflicts occur in practice? (Section 5.2)
• What are the root causes of conflicts between libraries? (Section 5.3.1)
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Table 3: JavaScript libraries used for the evaluation.
Libraries
Lines of code
Size (bytes)

Min

Median

Max

Total

9
148

574
14,645

275,0852
2,517,510

951
2,750,852
68,412,720

• Do library developers make an effort to avoid conflicting scenarios by following the "single API object" pattern? (Section 5.3.2)
• What are the popular access paths that developers tend to choose?
(Section 5.3.3)
• Is there a correlation between conflicts and the popularity of a
library? (Section 5.3.4)
• How are the global writes and conflicts distributed across libraries
and access paths, respectively? (Sections 5.3.5 and 5.3.6)

5.1

Experimental Setup

Our evaluation uses 951 real-world JavaScript libraries with a total
of 2,750,852 lines of JavaScript code (Table 3). The libraries include
the popular jQuery, Underscore, and Dojo projects, as well as various other highly popular libraries. We obtain these libraries by
downloading them from the CDNJS content delivery network.8 At
the time of starting our experiments, the content delivery network
offered a total of 2,095 libraries. We remove libraries that cannot
be used in isolation in a standard desktop browser, e.g., because
they rely on another library or because they target mobile devices.
We heuristically check for such libraries by loading each library in
isolation and filtering away all libraries that throw an exception.
After filtering, 951 libraries remain, which is our benchmark set
for the evaluation. To run our experiments, we use an Intel Core
i7–4790 CPU machine clocked at 3.60GHz with 32 GB of memory,
running Chrome 55, Node.js 6.9.1 on Ubuntu 16.04.

5.2

Effectiveness in Finding Library Conflicts

5.2.1 Potential Conflicts. When analyzing the global writes of
individual libraries, ConflictJS records writes to a total of 130,714
different access paths across the 951 libraries. Intersecting the global
writes of libraries reveals that 4,121 of the access paths cause a
potential conflict, i.e., at least two libraries write to each of these
access paths. These conflicting writes are performed by 268 of the
951 libraries, i.e., roughly one out of four libraries is involved in a
potential conflict.
5.2.2 Validated Conflicts. Out of the 268 potentially conflicting
libraries, ConflictJS validates 166 as certainly conflicting by synthesizing a client whose behavior depends on the library configuration.
The validated conflicts are due to 1,840 distinct access paths. In
other words, ConflictJS successfully validates 62% of the potentially
conflicting libraries (i.e., of 268 libraries) as certainly conflicting and
finds a validated conflict in 17% of all libraries (i.e., of 951 libraries).
5.2.3 Kinds of Validated Conflicts. Figure 3 summarizes how
prevalent the four kinds of conflicts are among all validated conflicts.
The two sides of the figure provide different views on the same data.
Figure 3a focuses on pairs of conflicting libraries and shows how
many of these pairs are caused by the four kinds of conflicts. If a pair
of libraries is involved in multiple kinds of conflicts, then this pair
8 https://cdnjs.com/
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Value

Behavior

66

134

Inclusion

4

0
40

0

55

0
0

Type

2

0
0
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0

0
0

(a) Library pairs classified by the type of conflict.

Value

Behavior

41

37

Inclusion

5

3
14

12

7
11

Type

1
1
5

0

25
2

2
(b) Libraries classified by the type of conflict.

Figure 3: Prevalence of the four kinds of validated conflicts.
Note that the surface is not proportional to the numbers.
is shown at the set intersection. For example, there are four pairs
of libraries that have a value conflict for a global access path and a
behavior conflict for another global access path. Figure 3b shows
the distribution among the four kinds of conflicts for individual
libraries. Since a single library may be involved in conflicts with
different libraries, these sets overlap. For example, there are seven
libraries that are involved in at least one inclusion conflict, value
conflict, and behavior conflict.
There are two main take-aways of these results. First, all four
kinds of conflicts are prevalent in practice, which confirms our decisions to consider all four kinds in ConflictJS. Second, the majority
of conflicts are non-inclusion conflicts, i.e., they do not cause an
exception just after loading the conflicting libraries. Finding such
conflicts and reasoning about them is challenging for both library
developers and users alike.

5.3

Empirical Study of Library Conflicts

The large number of libraries considered and conflicts detected
in our evaluation, enables us to learn more about how and why
conflicts occur in JavaScript libraries. We discuss these findings
in the following and discuss what impact they have on library
developers, library users, and language designers.
5.3.1 Root Causes of Conflicts. To understand the root causes
of conflicts between libraries we manually inspect a random sample of 25 conflicting libraries. During the manual inspection, we
identified seven recurring patterns. Table 4 describes each pattern
and and illustrates it with an example.
Five of the seven patterns, which account for 18 out of the 25
inspected conflicts, are unintended by the developers and likely
to cause surprising behavior for library users. These patterns are
shown in the upper part of Table 4. The patterns cover conflicts

caused by independently developed variants of the same functionality, copied third-party code, poor API usage, repeated use of convenient global identifier name, and incorrect attempts to patch built-in
JavaScript APIs. To double-check our intuition about whether conflicts are intended by the library developers, we reported seven
conflicts to the developers of conflicting libraries. At the time of
writing, four of our reports have been acknowledged and confirmed
as worth fixing by the respective developers. Of the four acknowledged libraries, two have been fixed by the developers. Apart from
this, based on our bug report, the developer of a library has reported
a bug to another library with which it was conflicting. Subsequently,
this bug report also got fixed.
For all of these five patterns, the root cause boils down to suboptimal decisions by library developers, such as programming errors
or copy-and-paste of existing code. However, at least for some of
them, the design of the JavaScript language and APIs may also be
partially to blame. For example, instances of the “Poor API usage”
pattern are caused by the fact that the JavaScript web APIs provide
two orthogonal ways to attach event handlers: Setting the handler,
e.g., onmessage = .., which overwrites any already attached handler, and adding a handler via addEventListener("message", ..),
which preserves already attached handlers. The conflicts detected
by ConflictJS are the result of libraries overwriting each other’s
event handlers by directly setting the handler. Another example is
the “Incorrect monkey patching” pattern. The term “monkey patching” refers to extending built-in APIs of the JavaScript language,
which is possible but non-trivial to implement without removing
existing functionality.
The remaining two patterns, shown in the lower part of Table 4,
both occur in a situation where library users are unlikely to be
surprised by the conflict. One reason is that libraries depend on each
other and document these dependencies clearly, so that library users
know in which order to load them. Ideally, our experimental setup
would filter such libraries, as we assume each library is supposed
to be used independently. Another reason is that libraries provide
the same or very similar overall functionality, so that library users
would never include both together.
Overall, we draw two conclusion from our manual inspection.
First, most conflicts reported by ConflictJS are programming errors
that should be fixed by library developers to prevent clients from
surprising behavior. Second, the root causes of conflicts are diverse
but can be classified into a set of recurring patterns. Knowing these
patterns may become the basis of guidelines for library developers
what mistakes to avoid. Furthermore, the patterns can guide the
design of future program repair techniques that fix conflicting code.
5.3.2 The “Single API Object” Pattern. The “single API object”
pattern (Section 2.1) allows developers to avoid conflicts by storing
all globally accessible data into a single object named like the library.
If all libraries follow this pattern, no conflicts occur. To understand
whether libraries follow this pattern, we check for each library
whether for all writes to a global access path, the path begins with
a segment that matches the name of the library, as listed in the
CDNJS content delivery network. When matching an access path
and a library name, we omit the .js suffix that some libraries use.
We find that 273 out of the 951 libraries follow the “single API object” pattern. While promising, this means that 71% of all libraries do
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Table 4: Recurring patterns among the root causes of conflicts.
Pattern

Description

Independent implementations

Two libraries implement similar functionality and use
the same global access path to store the function, but the
behavior slightly differs.
Two libraries both copy code from a third party, e.g., another library. At least one version of the code is outdated.
A library adds an event handler in a way that removes all
other handlers for this kind of event, instead of adding to
the existing event handlers.
Two libraries use a convenient, global identifier for different purposes.
A library tries to extend a built-in API but accidentally
removes existing functionality.

5/25

polymer and trix both define wrap and unwrap functions. Other
examples: Figure 1 and issue #434 of es6-shim.

5/25

qooxdoo includes an outdated copy of sinon. See issue #9277 of
qooxdoo. Another example: Issue #1068 of d3fc.
rxjs and gifshot both write to onmessage to handle postMessage
communication. Instead, they should use addEventListener,
which allows multiple event handlers.
mermaid, a library for generating diagrams, writes to _, which is
also used by score-js and others. See issue #512 of mermaid.
PreloadJS and zingchart both overwrite the built-in JSON in a way
that destroys existing functionality. See issue #226 of PreloadJS.

One library depends on another and documents this dependency.
One library is derived from another library and modifies
or extends the functionality of the original library.

4/25

Documented dependency
Fork

Table 5: Popularity of global access paths (measured in the
number of libraries that write to an access path).
Libs. Global access paths
13
12
10
9
8

$
localStorage.debug
requestAnimationFrame
_, jQuery, onload, require
clearImmediate,
Promise,
__core-js_shared__,
__corejs_shared__.wks, setImmediate, __core-js_shared__.wks.iterator,
__core-js_shared__.wks.toStringTag

not follow the pattern, but instead use the shared global namespace
in a possibly conflicting way. We conclude that relying on developer
discipline in an open environment, such as the JavaScript library
ecosystem, is insufficient to enforce a conflict-avoiding policy.
5.3.3 Popular Global Access Paths. The large number of potential conflicts detected by ConflictJS raises the question what global
access paths are particularly popular among library developers.
Table 5 lists the most popular global access paths along with the
number of libraries that write to it. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the
most popular access path is the dollar sign, $, which is a legal identifier name in JavaScript and used by several libraries, including
jQuery to export their API. Another popular choice is the underscore sign, _, which is shared, e.g., by the Underscore and Lodash
libraries. Choosing a short identifier name to export an API is tempting for library developers and potentially convenient for library
users. However, the downside is that multiple libraries may (either
knowingly or not) pick the same short identifier name, which likely
causes surprises if these libraries are used together.
5.3.4 Conflicts Versus Library Popularity. To better understand
to what extent library conflicts depend on a library’s popularity,
Figure 4a shows for each library how many stars it has and in how
many conflicts it is involved. Each data point corresponds to one
library. For example, one library that has 45,901 starts is involved in
two conflicts. Overall, the figure shows that most conflicts are due
to libraries with less than 10,000 stars. The main reason is that only
few libraries have more than 10,000 stars, as illustrated in Figure 4b.
This figure shows how the libraries validated to be conflicting from

3/25
1/25

3/25

alloy-ui is a framework built on top of yui. Clients should not be
surprised by “conflicts” between them.
wysihtml is an extended version of wysihtml5. Clients should never
use both together.
�����������������������������������������

Convenient identifier
Incorrect monkey
patching

4/25

Example(s)

�
�
�
�
� �

����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
����������������������

(a) Number of conflicts each library is involved in.
�

����������������

Copied third-party
code
Poor API usage

Nb.

�

�

� �

����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
����������������������

(b) Popularity measure of libraries validated to be conflicting

Figure 4: Influence of popularity on number of conflicts and
number of libraries. Each data point represents one library.
(twelve out of 166 libraries do not have a Github repository
and hence are not included here)
our benchmark are distributed across the popularity measure. Both
figures look similar, which explains the distribution of conflicts
across popularity. At the same time, it is interesting to note that
even some highly popular libraries are involved in conflicts, as
indicated by the data points on the right end of Figure 4a.
5.3.5 Distribution of Global Writes Across Libraries. To better
understand the large number of 130,714 global writes performed by
the 951 libraries, we analyze how these writes are distributed across
the libraries. The results show a highly skewed distribution, with a
few libraries writing to many global access paths but with a median
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of only one global write. The libraries that write to most global
access paths are large and popular libraries, such as Amazon’s
AWS JDK (36,049 access paths) and Microsoft’s implementation
of TypeScript (5,678 global writes). Their high number of global
writes does not imply bad coding practice. For example, the many
access paths written by the AWS SDK library almost all start with
AWS., i.e., they follow the “single API object” pattern. We conclude
that judging libraries based on their total number of global writes,
which might have been a simple alternative to ConflictJS, is not an
effective way to find conflict-triggering libraries.
5.3.6 Distribution of Conflicts Across Access Paths. A reader
may wonder how many libraries write to the same global access
path. Investigating this question yields a long-tail distribution: Most
global access paths (3,836) are contended for by only two libraries,
but a large number of highly popular global access paths is written to by up to 13 libraries. We conclude that preventing library
developers from using a few highly contended access paths, such
as $ and _, is insufficient to solve the problem of library conflicts,
because there are many other access paths that cause conflicts.

6

RELATED WORK

Lint-like Checkers. Lint-like checkers search for bad coding practices through lightweight static analysis9 , dynamic analysis [17],
and combinations of both [10]. Some of them, e.g., ESLint and JSNose [10], warn about excessive use of global variables within a
single file, but they do not analyze conflicts across files or libraries.
Analysis of Libraries. Existing analyses of JavaScript libraries
check that a library implementation matches its interface specification [11], statically analyze library clients to understand types
and other properties of a library [30], and search for code injection
vulnerabilities [49]. Our work synthesizes library clients instead
of analyzing existing clients. Beyond JavaScript, Pollux [27] determines the effects of upgrading a library. Our work differs from
all the above by analyzing multiple libraries and their potential
interactions, instead of a single library.
Dynamic Analysis for JavaScript. A survey [3] summarizes dynamic analyses for JavaScript. Existing analyses include determinacy analysis [43], dynamic data race detectors [23, 33, 37, 41],
dynamic model checkers [24], profilers to detect performance problems [16, 26, 44], taint- and information-flow analyses [4, 6, 21],
and analyses to understand code changes [2] and the root cause
of a crash [31]. All these techniques are orthogonal to ConflictJS,
which is the first to focuses on library conflicts.
Test Generation. The test synthesis part of ConflictJS relates to
generating test cases, such as feedback-directed, random test generation [36], symbolic and concolic execution [5, 15, 47], and searchbased testing [12]. JSeft [32] exploits fixtures extracted from executions to create tests. These techniques could help the second
phase of ConflictJS to further increase the percentage of validated
behavior conflicts.
Type Checking and Type Inference. Type conflicts relate to type
errors and type inconsistencies [38]. Several approaches infer and
9 Popular tools include http://eslint.org/, http://jshint.com/, and http://www.jslint.com/.
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check types through static [18, 22, 25, 50], dynamic [38], or hybrid [19] analysis. None of these has been applied to multiple libraries. Another difference is that most type checkers focus on
soundness and therefore suffer from false positives, whereas ConflictJS
validates potential conflicts.
Studies of JavaScript Code. Studies show that JavaScript libraries
are widely used and often combined with each other. Nikiforakis
et al. [34] report that 88% of the websites include at least one remote
library, and that libraries are loaded from over 300.000 unique URLs.
Another study [29] shows that a web site includes a median of 9
and a maximum of 202 externally hosted scripts. These numbers
illustrate the risk of accidental conflicts between libraries. Beyond
JavaScript, Eshkevari et al. report conflict-like problems in PHP
applications [9]. Other studies investigate recurring performance
bottlenecks [45], dynamic code loading [40, 42], insecure coding
practices [48, 51], type coercions [39], type-related errors [14], recurring bug patterns [20], the use of trivial software packages [1],
the root causes of failures [35], and the use of callbacks [13].

7

CONCLUSION

JavaScript code, including independently developed libraries, shares
the same global namespace. Because the most widely used versions
of the language lack features designed for encapsulating exported
APIs, library developers risk to accidentally share the same globally
accessible memory locations and write different data and functions
to them. This paper defines and classifies such library conflicts,
presents an automatic and scalable approach to detect them, and
studies conflicts in a large set of libraries. We deal with the huge
search space of possible conflicts through a two-phase approach
that dynamically analyzes libraries in isolation to detect potential
conflicts and then synthesizes library clients to validate conflicts.
Among 951 real-world libraries, the approach finds 166 (17%) certainly conflicting libraries. Furthermore, we empirically study how
and why conflicts occur, showing that a diverse set of programming
errors in libraries are the primary root cause.
Our work not only provides a practical tool for library developers to detect conflicts and for library users to avoid conflicting
libraries, but also highlights the importance of language features
for encapsulating independently developed code. We believe that
our work provides ample opportunities for future work. One direction is to complement our precise but unsound analysis with a
sound (and likely imprecise) checker for library conflicts. To help
developers avoid conflicts, another line of future work are repair
tools that either address the coding errors that cause conflicts. Finally, future work could develop automatic code transformations
to help libraries use encapsulation mechanisms provided in recent
and future versions of JavaScript.
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